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Cost-Effective Authentic and Anonymous
Data Sharing with Forward Security
Xinyi Huang, Joseph K. Liu, Shaohua Tang, Member, IEEE, Yang Xiang, Senior Member, IEEE,
Kaitai Liang, Li Xu, Member, IEEE, and Jianying Zhou
Abstract—Data sharing has never been easier with the advances of cloud computing, and an accurate analysis on the shared data
provides an array of benefits to both the society and individuals. Data sharing with a large number of participants must take into account
several issues, including efficiency, data integrity and privacy of data owner. Ring signature is a promising candidate to construct an
anonymous and authentic data sharing system. It allows a data owner to anonymously authenticate his data which can be put into the
cloud for storage or analysis purpose. Yet the costly certificate verification in the traditional public key infrastructure (PKI) setting
becomes a bottleneck for this solution to be scalable. Identity-based (ID-based) ring signature, which eliminates the process of
certificate verification, can be used instead. In this paper, we further enhance the security of ID-based ring signature by providing
forward security: If a secret key of any user has been compromised, all previous generated signatures that include this user still remain
valid. This property is especially important to any large scale data sharing system, as it is impossible to ask all data owners to reauthenticate their data even if a secret key of one single user has been compromised. We provide a concrete and efficient instantiation
of our scheme, prove its security and provide an implementation to show its practicality.
Index Terms—Authentication, data sharing, cloud computing, forward security, smart grid
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INTRODUCTION

T

HE

popularity and widespread use of “CLOUD” have
brought great convenience for data sharing and collection [8], [29], [37], [46], [51]. Not only can individuals acquire
useful data more easily, sharing data with others can provide
a number of benefits to our society as well [14], [49], [53]. As a
representative example, consumers in Smart Grid [40] can
obtain their energy usage data in a fine-grained manner and
are encouraged to share their personal energy usage data
with others, e.g., by uploading the data to a third party platform such as Microsoft Hohm [39] (Fig. 1). From the collected
data a statistical report is created, and one can compare their
energy consumption with others (e.g., from the same block).
This ability to access, analyze, and respond to much more
precise and detailed data from all levels of the electric grid is
critical to efficient energy usage.
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Due to its openness, data sharing is always deployed in a
hostile environment and vulnerable to a number of security
threats. Taking energy usage data sharing in Smart Grid as
an example, there are several security goals a practical system must meet, including:


Data Authenticity. In the situation of smart grid, the
statistic energy usage data would be misleading if it
is forged by adversaries. While this issue alone can
be solved using well established cryptographic tools
(e.g., message authentication code or digital signatures), one may encounter additional difficulties
when other issues are taken into account, such as
anonymity and efficiency;
 Anonymity. Energy usage data contains vast information of consumers, from which one can extract the number of persons in the home, the types of electric utilities
used in a specific time period, etc. Thus, it is critical to
protect the anonymity of consumers in such applications, and any failures to do so may lead to the reluctance from the consumers to share data with others; and
 Efficiency. The number of users in a data sharing system could be HUGE (imagine a smart grid with a
country size), and a practical system must reduce the
computation and communication cost as much as
possible. Otherwise it would lead to a waste of
energy, which contradicts the goal of smart grid.
This paper is devoted to investigating fundamental security
tools for realizing the three properties we described. Note that
there are other security issues in a data sharing system which
are equally important, such as availability (service is provided
at an acceptable level even under network attacks) and access
control (only eligible users can have the access to the data). But
the study of those issues is out of the scope of this paper.

0018-9340 ß 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 2. A solution based on ID-based ring signature.

Fig. 1. Energy usage data sharing in smart grid.

1.1 Identity-Based Ring Signature
The aforementioned three issues remind us a cryptographic
primitive “identity-based ring signature”, an efficient solution on applications requiring data authenticity and
anonymity.
1.1.1 ID-Based Cryptosystem
Identity-based (ID-based) cryptosystem, introduced by
Shamir [45], eliminated the need for verifying the validity of
public key certificates, the management of which is both
time and cost consuming. In an ID-based cryptosystem, the
public key of each user is easily computable from a string
corresponding to this user’s publicly known identity (e.g.,
an email address, a residential address, etc.). A private key
generator (PKG) then computes private keys from its master
secret for users. This property avoids the need of certificates
(which are necessary in traditional public-key infrastructure) and associates an implicit public key (user identity) to
each user within the system. In order to verify an ID-based
signature, different from the traditional public key based
signature, one does not need to verify the certificate first.
The elimination of the certificate validation makes the
whole verification process more efficient, which will lead to
a significant save in communication and computation when
a large number of users are involved (say, energy usage
data sharing in smart-grid).
Ring signature is a group-oriented signature with privacy protection on signature producer. A user can sign
anonymously on behalf of a group on his own choice, while
group members can be totally unaware of being conscripted
in the group. Any verifier can be convinced that a message
has been signed by one of the members in this group (also
called the Rings), but the actual identity of the signer is hidden. Ring signatures could be used for whistle blowing [42],
anonymous membership authentication for ad hoc groups
[11] and many other applications which do not want complicated group formation stage but require signer anonymity. There have been many different schemes proposed (e.g.,
[1], [13], [19], [23], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [38], [44], [50])
since the first appearance of ring signature in 1994 [21] and
the formal introduction in 2001 [42].
1.1.2 An Affirmative Advantage in Big Data
Due to its natural framework, ring signature in ID-based setting has a significant advantage over its counterpart in traditional public key setting, especially in the big data analytic

environment. Suppose there are 10,000 users in the ring, the
verifier of a traditional public key based ring signature must
first validate 10,000 certificates of the corresponding users,
after which one can carry out the actual verification on the
message and signature pair. In contrast, to verify an ID-based
ring signature, only the identities of ring users, together with
the pair of message and signature are needed. As one can
see, the elimination of certificate validation, which is a costly
process, saves a great amount of time and computation. This
saving will be more critical if a higher level of anonymity is
needed by increasing the number of users in the ring. Thus,
as depicted in Fig. 2, ID-based ring signature is more preferable in the setting with a large number of users such as energy
data sharing in smart grid:


Step 1: The energy data owner (say, Bob) first setups
a ring by choosing a group of users. This phase only
needs the public identity information of ring members, such as residential addresses, and Bob does not
need the collaboration (or the consent) from any ring
members.
 Step 2: Bob uploads his personal data of electronic
usage, together with a ring signature and the identity
information of all ring members.
 Step 3: By verifying the ring signature, one can be
assured that the data is indeed given out by a valid
resident (from the ring members) while cannot
figure out who the resident is. Hence the anonymity
of the data provider is ensured together with data
authenticity. Meanwhile, the verification is efficient
which does not involve any certificate verification.
The first ID-based ring signature scheme was proposed
in 2002 [57] which can be proven secure in the random oracle model. Two constructions in the standard model were
proposed in [4]. Their first construction however was discovered to be flawed [24], while the second construction is
only proven secure in a weaker model, namely, selectiveID model. The first ID-based ring signature scheme
claimed to be secure in the standard model is due to Han
et al. [25] under the trusted setup assumption. However,
their proof is wrong and is pointed out by [48]. Other existing ID-based ring signature schemes include [5], [17], [18],
[20], [26], [41], [48], [58].

1.2 The Motivation
1.2.1 Key Exposure
ID-based ring signature seems to be an optimal trade-off
among efficiency, data authenticity and anonymity, and
provides a sound solution on data sharing with a large
number of participants. To obtain a higher level protection,
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one can add more users in the ring. But doing this increases
the chance of key exposure as well.
Key exposure is the fundamental limitation of ordinary
digital signatures. If the private key of a signer is compromised, all signatures of that signer become worthless: future
signatures are invalidated and no previously issued signatures can be trusted. Once a key leakage is identified, key
revocation mechanisms must be invoked immediately in
order to prevent the generation of any signature using the
compromised secret key. However, this does not solve the
problem of forgeability for past signatures.
The notion of forward secure signature was proposed to
preserve the validity of past signatures even if the current
secret key is compromised. The concept was first suggested
by Anderson [2], and the solutions were designed by Bellare
and Miner [7]. The idea is dividing the total time of the validity of a public key into T time periods, and a key compromise of the current time slot does not enable an adversary to
produce valid signatures pertaining to past time slots.

1.2.2 Key Exposure in Big Data Sharing System
The issue of key exposure is more severe in a ring signature
scheme: if a ring member’s secret key is exposed, the adversary can produce valid ring signatures of any documents on
behalf of that group. Even worse, the “group” can be defined
by the adversary at will due to the spontaneity property of
ring signature: The adversary only needs to include the compromised user in the “group” of his choice. As a result, the
exposure of one user’s secret key renders all previously
obtained ring signatures invalid (if that user is one of the
ring members), since one cannot distinguish whether a ring
signature is generated prior to the key exposure or by which
user. Therefore, forward security is a necessary requirement
that a big data sharing system must meet. Otherwise, it will
lead to a huge waste of time and resource.
While there are various designs of forward-secure digital signatures [54], [55], [56], adding forward security on
ring signatures turns out to be difficult. As far as the
authors know, there are only two forward secure ring signature schemes [35], [36]. However, they are both in the
traditional public key setting where signature verification
involves expensive certificate check for every ring member. This is far below satisfactory if the size of the ring is
huge, such as the users of a smart grid. To summarize,
the design of ID-based ring signature with forward security, which is the fundamental tool for realizing cost-effective authentic and anonymous data sharing, is still an
open problem.
1.3 Contribution
In this paper, we propose a new notion called forward
secure ID-based ring signature, which is an essential tool
for building cost-effective authentic and anonymous data
sharing system:



For the first time, we provide formal definitions on
forward secure ID-based ring signatures;
We present a concrete design of forward secure IDbased ring signature. No previous ID-based ring signature schemes in the literature have the property of




forward security, and we are the first to provide this
feature;
We prove the security of the proposed scheme in the
random oracle model, under the standard RSA
assumption; and
Our implementation is practical, in the following
ways:
1)

2)
3)
4)

2
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It is in ID-based setting. The elimination of the
costly certificate verification process makes it
scalable and especially suitable for big data analytic environment.
The size of a secret key is just one integer.
Key update process only requires an
exponentiation.
We do not require any pairing in any stage.

DEFINITION

2.1 Mathematical Assumption
Definition 1 (RSA Problem). Let N ¼ pq, where p and q are
two k-bit prime numbers such that p ¼ 2p0 þ 1 and
q ¼ 2q0 þ 1 for some primes p0 ; q0 . Let e be a prime1 greater
than 2‘ for some fixed parameter ‘, such that
gcdðe; fðNÞÞ ¼ 1. Let y be a random element in ZN . We say
that an algorithm S solves the RSA problem if it receives an
input the tuple ðN; e; yÞ and outputs an element z such that
ze ¼ y mod N.
2.2 Security Model
A ð1; nÞ ID-based forward secure ring signature (IDFSRS)
scheme is a tuple of probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT)
algorithms:







Setup. On input an unary string 1 where  is a security parameter, the algorithm outputs a master secret
key msk for the third party private key generator
and a list of system parameters param that includes
 and the descriptions of a user secret key space D, a
message space M as well as a signature space C.
Extract. On input a list param of system parameters,
an identity IDi 2 f0; 1g for a user and the master
secret key msk, the algorithm outputs the user’s
secret key ski;0 2 D such that the secret key is valid
for time t ¼ 0. In this paper, we denote time as nonnegative integers. When we say identity IDi corresponds to user secret key ski;0 or vice versa, we
mean the pair ðIDi ; ski;0 Þ is an input-output pair of
Extract with respect to param and msk.
Update. On input a user secret key ski;t for a time
period t, the algorithm outputs a new user secret key
ski;tþ1 for the time period t þ 1.
Sign. On input a list param of system parameters, a
time period t, a group size n of length polynomial in
, a set L ¼ fIDi 2 f0; 1g ji 2 ½1; ng of n user identities, a message m 2 M, and a secret key
skp;t 2 D; p 2 ½1; n for time period t, the algorithm
outputs a signature s 2 C.

1. Note that we use a slightly modified version [22], [26] of the original RSA problem definition in which we require the exponent to be a
prime number.
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2.3 Notions of Security
The security of IDFSRS consists of two aspects: forward
security and anonymity. Before giving their definition, we
consider the following oracles which together model the ability of the adversaries in breaking the security of IDFSRS.


Extration Oracle (EO). On input an identity IDi and a
time period t, the corresponding secret key ski;t 2 D
for that time period is returned.
 Signing Oracle (SO). On input a time period t, a
group size n, a set L of n user identities, a message
m 2 M, a valid signature s is returned.
Now we are ready to define the security of IDFSRS:
1)

Forward Security. Forward security of IDFSRS
scheme is defined in the following game between the
simulator S and the adversary A in which A is given
access to oracles EO and SO:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)







3

Advanon
A ðÞ ¼ Pr½A guesses the identity
of the signer correctly  1=n:
Definition 3 (Anonymity). A ð1; nÞIDFSRS scheme is
unconditional anonymous if for any group of n users, any
message m 2 M, any time t and any valid signature, any

APRIL 2015

OUR PROPOSED ID-BASED FORWARD SECURE
RING SIGNATURE SCHEME

This section is devoted to the description and analysis of our
proposed ID-based forward secure ring signature scheme.

3.1 The Design
We assume that the identities and user secret keys are valid
into T periods and makes the time intervals public. We also
set the message space M ¼ f0; 1g .




Setup. On input of a security parameter , the PKG
generates two random k-bit prime numbers p and q
such that p ¼ 2p0 þ 1 and q ¼ 2q0 þ 1 where p0 ; q0 are
some primes. It computes N ¼ pq. For some fixed
parameter ‘, it chooses a random prime number e
such that 2‘ < e < 2‘þ1 and gcdðe; fðNÞÞ ¼ 1. It
chooses two hash functions H1 : f0; 1g ! ZN and
H2 : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g‘ . The public parameters param
are ðk; ‘; e; N; H1 ; H2 Þ and the master secret key msk
is ðp; qÞ.
Extract. For user i, where i 2 Z, with identity
IDi 2 f0; 1g requests for a secret key at time period
t (denoted by an integer), where 0  t < T , the PKG
computes the user secret key
1

ski;t ¼ ½H1 ðIDi ÞeðT þ1tÞ mod N


using its knowledge of the factorization of N.
Update. On input a secret key ski;t for a time period t,
if t < T the user updates the secret key as
ski;tþ1 ¼ ðski;t Þe mod N:

; s t Þ

Verifyðt ; L ; m
¼ valid.
None of the identities in L has been queried to
EO with time t  t as the time input parameter.
(Unlimited query to EO with time t > t to be
the time input parameter.)

 ðt ; L ; m Þ are not queried to SO.
We denote Advfs
A ðÞ the probability of A winning
the game.
Definition 2 (Forward Secure). A ð1; nÞ IDFSRS
scheme is forward secure if for any PPT adversary A,
Advfs
A ðÞ is a negligible function of .
Anonymity. It should not be possible for an adversary
to tell the identity of the signer with a probability
larger than 1=n, where n is the cardinality of the
ring, even assuming that the adversary has unlimited computing resources. We denote



2)

S generates and gives A the system parameters
param.
A may query the oracles according to any adaptive strategy.
A chooses a time t , a group size n 2 N, a set L
of n identities and a message m 2 M.
A may continue to query the oracles according
to any adaptive strategy.
A outputs a signature s t .
A wins the game if:

NO. 4,

adversary A, even with unbounded computational power,
cannot identify the actual signer with probability better
than random guessing. In other words, A can only output
the identity of the actual signer with probability no better
than 1=n. That is, Advanon
A ðÞ ¼ 0.



Verify. On input a list param of system parameters, a
time period t, a group size n of length polynomial in
, a set L ¼ fIDi 2 f0; 1g ji 2 ½1; ng of n user identities, a message m 2 M, a signature s 2 C, it outputs
either valid or invalid.
Correctness. A ð1; nÞ IDFSRS scheme should satisfy the
verification correctness—signatures signed by honest signer
are verified to be invalid with negligible probability.
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Otherwise the algorithm outputs “?” meaning that
the secret key has expired.
Sign. To sign a message m 2 f0; 1g in time period t,
where 0  t < T , on behalf of a ring of identities
L ¼ fID1 ; . . . ; IDn g, a user with identity IDp 2 L
and secret key skp;t :
1)

For all i 2 f1; . . . ; ng; i 6¼ p, choose random
Ai 2 ZN and compute
Ri ¼ Ai e

ðT þ1tÞ

mod N

and
hi ¼ H2 ðL; m; t; IDi ; Ri Þ:
2)

Choose random Ap 2 ZN and compute
ðT þ1tÞ

Rp ¼ Ap e
n
Y

H1 ðIDi Þhi mod N
i¼1;i6¼p
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and
hp ¼ H2 ðL; m; t; IDp ; Rp Þ:
Q
3) Compute s ¼ ðskp;t Þhp  ni¼1 Ai mod N:
4) Output the signature for the list of identities L,
the message m, and the time period t as
s ¼ ðR1 ; . . . ; Rn ; h1 ; . . . ; hn ; sÞ:
Verify. To verify a signature s for a message m, a list
of identities L and the time period t, check whether
hi ¼ H2 ðL; m; t; IDi ; Ri Þ for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n and



se

ðT þ1tÞ

n
Y
ðRi  H1 ðIDi Þhi Þ mod N:

¼

i¼1

Output valid if all equalities hold. Otherwise output
invalid.

3.2 Correctness
We shall show that signatures signed by honest signers are
always verified to be valid. For the verification equation
ðT þ1tÞ

se

n 
Y

Ri  H1 ðIDi Þhi mod N:

¼

i¼1

Left Hand Side:
¼ se

ðT þ1tÞ

hp

¼

ðskp;t Þ



n
Y

!eðT þ1tÞ



¼

1
ðT þ1tÞ
p e

H1 ðID Þ

qH1 times and the H2 random oracle qH2 times, outputs a
forged signature with non-negligible probability . Then we
can solve the strong RSA problem with probability at least 0
2
in polynomial time where 0  1560qeVq ;n T , and VqH2 ;n ¼
H2
qH2  ðqH2  1Þ . . . ðqH2  n þ 1Þ and T is the total number of
time period.
Proof. Our proof consists of the following parts.
Setup. Let ðN; e; yÞ be an instance of the RSA problem
as stated in Definition 1. We are going to construct a PPT
algorithm S that will use the adversary A to solve the
given instance of the strong RSA problem. S must simulate all necessary oracles and responds to A’s queries.
First, S sends the public parameter ðN; eÞ to A.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that A asks
the random oracle H1 for the value H1 ðIDÞ before asking for the secret key of ID. We define t be the
breakin period such that A is not allowed to query EO
for any identities included in L (the set of identities
of the forged signature output by A), while there is
no limitation for time input parameter t > t . A is
allowed to choose any t  T . S needs to guess the
breakin period t chosen by A. S randomly chooses t^,
1 < t^  T , hoping that the breakin period falls at t^ or
later, so that the forgery will be for a time period earlier than t^.
Oracle Simulation.


Ai mod N

i¼1
n
h p Y

Ai mod N

!eðT þ1tÞ

i¼1
n
Y
ðT þ1tÞ
 ðAi Þe
mod N:

¼ H1 ðIDp Þhp

i¼1

Right Hand Side:
¼

n 
Y


Ri  H1 ðIDi Þhi mod N

i¼1
n
Y


¼

!

!

hi 

Ri  H1 ðIDi Þ

hp

Rp  H1 ðIDp Þ



i¼1;i6¼p
n

Y

¼

Ai e

ðT þ1tÞ

 H1 ðIDi Þhi



!

i¼1;i6¼p


¼

Ap

Y
n

eðT þ1tÞ

n
Y



mod N

H1 ðIDi Þ

hp

Þ  H1 ðIDp Þ

mod N

i¼1;i6¼p

Ai

eðT þ1tÞ



 H1 ðIDp Þhp mod N

i¼1

¼ Left hand side:

3.3



!
hi

Security Analysis

Theorem 1 (Forward Security). Let A be a PPT forger. For
some message m and a set L containing n identities, suppose
A on inputs the security parameter , queries an extraction
oracle qE times, a signing oracle qs times, the H1 random oracle
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H1 random oracle. Let us define m ¼ ð5=6Þ1=qe . S
constructs a table TABH1 to simulate the random
oracle H1 . Every time an identity IDi is asked by
A, S acts as follows: first S checks if this input is
already in the table. If it is the case, S sends to A
the corresponding value H1 ðIDi Þ ¼ hIDi . Otherwise, S chooses a bit bi 2 f0; 1g, with
Pr½bi ¼ 0 ¼ m and Pr½bi ¼ 1 ¼ 1  m. Then S
chooses at random a different
element xi 2 ZN
^
bi eðT þ1tÞ eðT þ1Þ
and defines hIDi ¼ y
xi
mod N. The
entry ðIDi ; hIDi ; xi ; bi Þ is stored in the table
TABH1 . The value H1 ðIDi Þ ¼ hIDi is sent to A. The
condition hIDi 6¼ hIDj must be satisfied for all different entries i 6¼ j of the table. If this is not the
case, S repeats this process.
H2 random oracle. S constructs another table
TABH2 to simulate the random oracle H2 . If the
input element is stored in the table, S returns the
corresponding value as the output. Otherwise, S
randomly chooses an element r 2 f0; 1g‘ as the
output, and stores the value in the table for
consistency.
Extraction Oracle ðEOÞ. When A asks for the
secret key of a user with identity IDi at time
period t, S looks for IDi in the table TABH1 . If
bi ¼ 0, then S extracts the xi value and computes
t
ski;t ¼ xi e mod N as the secret key of the user
with identity IDi at time t. It returns ski;t to A. If
bi ¼ 1, S halts if t < t^. Otherwise (that is, t  t^), S
value
and
computes
extracts ^the
xi
ðttÞ
t
ski;t ¼ ye xi e mod N as the secret key of the
user with identity IDi at time t. Note that the
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probability that S halts in this step is less than
1  mqe ¼ 1=6.
Signing Oracle ðSOÞ. When A asks for a valid signature for message m for a set of identities L containing n0 identities in the time period t, where
n0  n, S simulates the signing oracle. First we
assume A has not asked for the secret key of any
identities in L, otherwise A could obtain a valid
ring signature by itself. We also assume that A
has asked for the H1 random oracle query for
H1 ðIDi Þ for all identities IDi 2 L. Therefore there
exist entries ðIDi ; hIDi ; xi ; bi Þ in the table TABH1 ,
for all i 2 f1; . . . ; n0 g. S answers the query as
follow:
-

-

If bi ¼ 0 for some i 2 f1; . . . ; n0 g, or t  t^, S
knows the corresponding secret key by simulating the EO and uses the secret key to compute a valid signature according to the
algorithm.
If bi ¼ 1 for all i 2 f1; . . . ; n0 g and t < t^:
1)
2)

S randomly chooses p 2 f1; . . . ; n0 g.
For all i 2 f1; . . . ; n0 g; i 6¼ p, choose random Ai 2 ZN , pairwise different, compute
Ri ¼ Ai e

ðT þ1tÞ

ðT þ1tÞ

 H1 ðIDp Þhp

n0
Y


hi 
R1
mod N:
i  H1 ðIDi Þ

R p ¼ se


s





For all i 2 f1; . . . ; n0 g, Ri ¼ R0 i .
For all i 2 f1; . . . ; n0 g; i 6¼ j, hi ¼ h0 i . But hj 6¼ h0 j
for one j 2 f1; . . . ; n0 g.
s 6¼ s0  .

APRIL 2015

n0 
Y

Ri  H1 ðIDi Þhi mod N
¼


 eðT þ1t Þ

i¼1

and
s0


eðT þ1t Þ

¼

n0 
Y

0 
Ri  H1 ðIDi Þh i mod N:

i¼1

Dividing two equations, we obtain


s
s0 

eðT þ1t Þ
¼ H1 ðIDj Þ



hj h0 j

mod N:

Now we look at the table TABH1 for the entry
ðIDj ; hIDj ; xj ; bj Þ corresponding to the identity IDj . Since
the forged signatures are valid and the secret key of user
IDj for any time t  t < t^ has not been queried, with
probability 1  m, we have bj ¼ 1 and hIDj ¼ H1 ðIDj Þ ¼
ðT þ1t^Þ
ðT þ1Þ
ye
xj e
mod N. Then the relation becomes


s
s0 

eðT þ1t Þ
 xj



ðh0 j hj ÞeðT þ1Þ

¼y



eðT þ1tÞ ðhj h0 j Þ
^

mod N: (1)

After simplification, equation (1) becomes


s
s0 

eðt^t Þ
 xj



ðh0 j hj Þet

^



hj h0 j

¼y

mod N:

(2)

Since hj and h0 j are outputs of the hash function
H2 : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g‘ , we have jhj  h0 j j < 2‘ < e. Also
as e is a prime number, it holds that gcdðe; jhj  h0 j jÞ ¼ 1.
That means there exists two integers a and b such that
ae þ bðhj  h0 j Þ ¼ 1. Finally we have


i¼1;i6¼p

If Rp ¼ 1 mod N or Rp ¼ Ri for some i 6¼ p,
go back to the previous step.
5) Backpack the random oracle H2 by setting H2 ðL; m; t; IDp ; Rp Þ ¼ hp .
6) Return the signature s ¼ ðR1 ; . . . ; Rn0 ;
h1 ; . . . ; hn0 ; sÞ.
Forgery. Assume A chooses a breakin period t < t^.
That is, the forged signature s  is valid for time period
t < t^ . S randomly chooses an H2 query and hopefully
it is the H2 query for closing the gap of the ring. Using
standard rewind technique, S rewinds to the point just
before supplying the answer of the H2 query, and supplies a different answer to this particular query. Denote
s  ¼ ðR1 ; . . . ; Rn0 ; h1 ; . . . ; hn0 ; s Þ as the first signature
forgery given by A. If S guesses correctly, A outputs a
different signature s 0  ¼ ðR0 1 ; . . . ; R0 n0 ; h0 1 ; . . . ; h0 j ; . . . ;
h0 n0 ; s0  Þ such that

NO. 4,

Then we can obtain

mod N;

and by querying the random oracle H2 ,
compute hi ¼ H2 ðL; m; t; IDi ; Ri Þ.
3) Choose random hp 2 f0; 1g‘ and s 2 ZN .
4) Compute
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z¼

s
s0 

eðt^t 1Þ
 xj



ðh0 j hj Þet1
^

b
 ya mod N

as the solution of the given instance of the RSA problem.
It is the correct solution because
ze ¼



¼y

s eðtt
s0 

^  1Þ



ðhj h0 j Þb

 xj



ðh0 j hj Þet1
^

eb
 yea mod N

 yea mod N (from Equation (2))


aeþbðh h0 j Þ

j
¼y
¼ y mod N:

mod N

Probability Analysis. For a successful simulation, there
should be no collision in any stage. There are two kinds
of collisions that may occur:
1)

2)

A tuple ðL; m; t; IDi ; Ri Þ that S outputs from the
signing oracle, inside a simulated ring signature,
has been asked before to the random oracle H2 by
A. The probability of such a collision is less than
q2  qs  21k  16.
The same tuple ðL; m; t; IDi ; Ri Þ is output by S in
two different simulated ring signatures. Using the
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TABLE 1
Computation Complexity of Algorithms

Notation:
n: number of users in the ring;
‘0 : length of the output of hash function in the scheme;
‘: length of the output of a secure hash function (usually it is 160).

birthday paradox from probability theory, we have
the
probability of this collision is less than
qs2 1
1

k
2 2  6.
Altogether the probability of collision is less than 1=3.
Now we can compute the probability that S obtains a
valid signature:
S ¼ Pr½S succeeds
¼ Pr½S does not halt AND no collisions in
the simulations AND A succeeds
 Pr½A succeeds jS does not halt AND no
collisions in the simulations
 ð1  Pr½S halts OR collisions in the
simulationsÞ


1 1
 1 
6 3

¼ :
2
By the ring forking lemma [27], S obtains two valid
ring signatures for the same message and same ring such
that hj 6¼ h0 j with probability
~ 
where

2S
;
65VqH2 ;n

VqH2 ;n ¼ qH2  ðqH2  1Þ . . . ðqH2  n þ 1Þ:
In additional, S also needs to guess the breaking period
correctly. The probability is at least T1 . Summing up, the
probability of S in solving the given instance of the RSA
problem is
0 

1
 ð1  mÞ~

T

 ð1  mÞ 
 ð1  mÞ 


2S
65VqH2 ;n T
  2
2

65VqH2 ;n T

2
:
1560qe VqH2 ;n T
u
t

Theorem 2. Our proposed scheme is unconditional anonymous.

Proof. Given a valid signature s ¼ ðR1 ; . . . ; Rn ; h1 ; . . . ; hn ; sÞ,
all Ri are generated from Ai , where Ai is a random number. hi are outputs from the hash function H2 which are
also random numbers in the random oracle model. s is
determined by all Ai s. Thus, given a message and a ring,
valid signatures produced by two different signers have
the same distribution, and the signature gives no information about the identity of the actual signer.
u
t

3.4 Efficiency Analysis
Our scheme requires the exponent e greater than 2‘ , where ‘
is the bit length of the hash function H2 . Usually a secure
hash function requires at least 160 bits output. However, if
we set ‘ ¼ 160 it will be quite inefficient. In order to offset
this, we can use g different hash functions such that each
hash function outputs ‘0 bits where g‘0 ¼ ‘. For example, we
can use 8 different hash functions such that each outputs
20 bits. In this way, we only need to set 220 < e < 221
which is still an acceptable value. But we need to repeat the
signing and verification procedures (those require H2 operation) 8 times for each time using a different hash function
H2 in order to achieve 160-bit hash function security.
On the other side, the size of public parameters is a constant, which only consists of some security parameters, two
integers and some hash functions. The secret key is very
short. It is only an integer. Assume we use 1,024-bit RSA
security level, the secret key is just 1,024 bits. For every key
update process, we just require an exponentiation with
exponent e over modulus N operation. The signing and verification algorithms do not require any pairing operation.
The computation complexity and space requirement of
our scheme are shown in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.
3.5 Comparison
We compare our scheme with related work in terms of features, computation, and space requirement, as shown in
Table 3. Note that the verification for non ID-based 1-out-ofn ring signature schemes require additional certificate verification for n users. We exclude the cost and space for those
n certificates verification in this comparison, as it may vary
in different scenarios.
3.6 Implementation and Experimental Results
We implement the smart grid example introduced in
Section 1, and evaluate the performance of our IDFSRS
scheme with respect to three entities: the private key generator, the energy data owner (user), and the service provider
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TABLE 2
Space Requirement

,

Notation:
N: RSA modulus;
jNj: the length of N in binary bits;
n: number of users in the ring.

TABLE 3
Comparison with Other Forward Secure Ring Signature Schemes

Notation:
ROM: Random Oracle Model;
T : number of time slots;
jHj: the length of the hash of the message in binary bits;
jNj: the length of N in binary bits;
jGj: the length of a group element in G for elliptic curve group; (If 160 bit elliptic curve is used, jGj ¼ 160 bits.)
n: number of users in the ring;
‘: a fixed integer.

(data center). In the experiments, the programs for three
entities are implemented using the public cryptographic
library MIRACL [43], programmed in C++. All experiments
were repeated 100 times to obtain average results shown in
this paper, and all experiments were conducted for the cases
of jNj ¼ 1;024 bits and jNj ¼ 2;048 bits respectively.
The average time for the PKG to setup the system is
shown in Table 4, where the testbed for the PKG is a DELL
T5500 workstation equipped with 2.13 GHz Intel Xeon
dual-core dual-processor with 12 GB RAM and running
Windows 7 Professional 64-bit operating system. It took 151
and 2,198 ms for the PKG to setup the whole system for
jNj ¼ 1;024 bits and jNj ¼ 2;048 bits respectively.

TABLE 4
Average Time for the PKG to Setup the System

The average time for the data owner (user) to sign energy
usage data with different choices of n and T are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4, for jNj ¼ 1;024 bits and jNj ¼ 2;048 bits
respectively. The testbed for the user is a laptop personal
computer equipped with 2.10 GHz Intel CPU with 4 GB
RAM and running Windows 7 operating system.
The average time for the service provider (data center) to
verify the ring signature with different choices of n and T
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, for jNj ¼ 1;024 bits and
jNj ¼ 2;048 bits respectively. The testbed for the date center
is a DELL T5500 workstation equipped with 2.13 GHz Intel
Xeon dual-core dual-processor with 12 GB RAM and running Windows 7 Professional 64-bit operating system.

4

APPLICATIONS OF FORWARD SECURE ID-BASED
RING SIGNATURES

In addition to energy data sharing in smart-grid, we sketch
three other situations which may also need forward secure
ID-based ring signatures.
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Fig. 3. The average time for the data owner to sign energy usage data, jNj ¼ 1;024.

Fig. 4. The average time for the data owner to sign energy usage data, jNj ¼ 2;048.

Fig. 5. The average time for the service provider to verify the ring signature, jNj ¼ 1;024.
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Fig. 6. The average time for the service provider to verify the ring signature, jNj ¼ 2;048.

WHISTLE BLOWING. Suppose Bob is a member of the city
council. One day he wishes to leak a secret news from the
council meeting to a journalist. The news is supposed to be
kept secret. Thus Bob wants to remain anonymous, yet such
that the journalist is convincedthat the leak was indeedfroma
council member. Bob cannot send to the journalist a standard
digitally signed message, since such a message, although it
convinces the journalist that it came from a council member,
does so by directly revealing Bob’s identity. Neither does it
work for Bob to send the journalist a message through a standard anonymizer, since the anonymizer strips off all source
identification and authentication in a way that the journalist
would have no reason to believe that the message really came
from a council member at all. Using another primitive called
group signature [3], [6], [9], [10], [12], [15] does not solve the
problem neither. A group signature allows a signer to sign a
message on behalf of a group. The verifier only knows that
one of the users of the group signs the message yet does not
know who is the actual signer. It does not work in this case,
because it requires prior cooperation of the other group members to set up, and leaves Bob vulnerable to later identification
by the group manager, who may be controlled by the government. The correct approach for Bob is to send the secret information to the journalist through an anonymizer, signed with
a ring signature that names each council member including
himself as a ring member. The journalist can verify the ring
signature on the message, and learn that it definitely came
from a council member. However, neither he nor anyone
(including those council members inside the ring) can determine the actual source of the leak. Forward security enhances
the protection of all entities. Without forward security, if a
secret key of a council member Alice is exposed, every ring
signature containing Alice in the ring will become invalid.
That means any previous ring signature given by Bob will be
invalid (assuming Alice is included in the signature). This
will greatly affect the accuracy of the report by the journalist
who may rely on Bob for leaking important secret
information.
E-contract Signing. A 1-out-of-2 ring signature (containing two users in the ring) can be used to construct

concurrent signature [16], [47]. A concurrent signature
allows two entities to produce two signatures in such a way
that, from the point of view of any third party, both signatures are ambiguous with respect to the identity of the signing party until an extra piece of information (the keystone)
is released by one of the parties. Upon release of the keystone, both signatures become binding to their true signers
concurrently.
Concurrent signature is one of the essential tools for
building e-contract signing and fair exchange protocol in
the paradigm. It can protect both parties against a cheating
party. Consider the following example of fair tendering of
contracts. Suppose that A has a building construction contract that she wishes to put out to tender, and suppose
companies B and C wish to put in proposals to win the
contract. This process is sometimes open to abuse by A
since she can privately show B’s signed proposal to C to
enable C to better the proposal. Using concurrent signatures, B would sign his proposal to construct the building
for an amount X, but keep the keystone private. If A
wishes to accept the proposal, she returns a payment
instruction to pay B amount X. She knows that if B
attempts to collect the payment, then A will obtain the
keystone through the banking system to allow the public
to verify that the signature is really generated by B. But A
may also wish to examine C’s proposal before deciding
which to accept. However there is no advantage for A to
show B’s signature to C since at this point B’s signature is
ambiguous and so C will not be convinced of anything at
all by seeing it. We see that the tendering process is
immune to abuse by A.
Adding forward security to it can further improve the
security protection level. With forward security, the key
exposure of either party does not affect the e-contracts previously signed. This provides a more fair, justice, safety and
efficient environment for commercial users doing business
in an e-commerce platform.
E-auction. Similar to e-contract signing, ring signature
schemes can be used to construct e-auction protocols [28],
[52]. By using ring signature, a winner-identifiable
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anonymous auction protocol can be build efficiently. That is
to say, the auctioneer can authenticate the real identity of
the winner at the end of the protocol without additional
interactions with the winning bidder even though all the
bidders bid anonymously. Adding forward security further
provides additional security to all entities involved in the
auction activity. The loss of secret key by anybody does not
affect the overall result. It is one of the best way to safeguard
the robustness of the e-auction.

[4]

[5]
[6]

[7]

5

CONCLUSION

Motivated by the practical needs in data sharing, we proposed a new notion called forward secure ID-based ring signature. It allows an ID-based ring signature scheme to have
forward security. It is the first in the literature to have this
feature for ring signature in ID-based setting. Our scheme
provides unconditional anonymity and can be proven forward-secure unforgeable in the random oracle model,
assuming RSA problem is hard. Our scheme is very efficient
and does not require any pairing operations. The size of user
secret key is just one integer, while the key update process
only requires an exponentiation. We believe our scheme will
be very useful in many other practical applications, especially to those require user privacy and authentication, such
as ad-hoc network, e-commerce activities and smart grid.
Our current scheme relies on the random oracle assumption to prove its security. We consider a provably secure
scheme with the same features in the standard model as an
open problem and our future research work.
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